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Illicit financial flows and
developing countries

„Practices that may lead to illicit financial flows
occur in all countries and are damaging
everywhere. But the social and economic impact
on developing countries is much more severe given
their smaller resource base and markets.
Estimates of IFFs vary greatly and are heavily
debated, but there is consensus that illicit financial
flows likely exceed aid flows and investment in
volume.”

/OECD (2014), Better Policies for Development 2014: 
Policy Coherence and Illicit Financial Flows, p. 25/



Background and context

Responsibilities of developed countries:
 make illegal money transfer more difficult through

strengthened anti-money laundering controls;
 increase the use of automatic exchange of information in

the area of tax to reduce evasion;
 fight bribery paid by companies and individuals from

developed countries operating abroad; and
 identify and return illegally transferred funds to their

destination through effective mutual legal assistance.

Q: Can Hungary be considered as a developed country
in this respect?



International guidelines and 
recommendations

 Regulation: anti-money laundering;

 Regulation: exchange of information concerning taxation;

 Ethics and sanctions against corruption practices;

 and supportive cultural background.



Hungarian national environment

 Offshore discourse: the frame of solidarity towards
developing countries is missing;

 Hungarian companies in tax havens;

 Hungarian settlements providing opportunities to illicit
cross-border financial flows;

 Regulation focus;

 Key role of investigative journalists and civil society
organisations.



Conclusion

Shift in policy focus:
regulation and underlying substantive issues together.

 ensuring public electronic availability of detailed corporate
ownership and annual accounts free of charge;

 requiring country-by-country reporting from companies with
cross-border presence;

 government-ordered policy evaluation reports and risk
assessments have to be debated through open public forum
discussions with academic experts, civil society actors and
private sector representatives;

 IDPS should integrate support for combating capital flight and tax
dodging.



Conclusion

A supportive environment for internalizing
the present and the future progressive
regulatory changes should be developed via

 education,
 training and
 disseminating of international researches

about these global issues.



Thank you!
 Questions?
 Comments?
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